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ABSTRACT
The paper proposes 5GReasoner, a framework for property-guided
formal verification of control-plane protocols spanning across mul-
tiple layers of the 5G protocol stack. The underlying analysis carried
out by 5GReasoner can be viewed as an instance of the model check-
ing problem with respect to an adversarial environment. Due to
an effective use of behavior-specific abstraction in our manually
extracted 5G protocol, 5GReasoner’s analysis generalizes prior anal-
yses of cellular protocols by reasoning about properties not only
regarding packet payload but also multi-layer protocol interactions.
We instantiated 5GReasoner with two model checkers and a cryp-
tographic protocol verifier, lazily combining them through the use
of abstraction-refinement principle. Our analysis of the extracted
5G protocol model covering 6 key control-layer protocols spanning
across two layers of the 5G protocol stack with 5GReasoner has
identified 11 design weaknesses resulting in attacks having both
security and privacy implications. Our analysis also discovered 5
previous design weaknesses that 5G inherits from 4G, and can be
exploited to violate its security and privacy guarantees.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The imminent deployment of the fifth generation (5G) cellular net-
work has created a lot of enthusiasm in both industry and academia
particularly due to its promise of enabling new applications such as
smart vehicles and remote robotic surgery. 5G is not only envisioned
as a replacement of home broadband Internet but also is expected
to have impact in the military battlefield and emergency manage-
ment by improving situational awareness. All these potential novel
and critical applications of 5G can be attributed to its following
enhancements over 4G LTE: (1) Improvements in the physical-layer
technologies enabling the support of large numbers of devices with
substantially improved bandwidth; (2) Robust security posture due
to the introduction of security measures in the upper-layer of the
5G protocol stack. The 5G standard, however, has opened the door
to a wide array of new security challenges stemming from: (i) New
security policies that are not formally verified against adversarial
assumptions; (ii) Retaining security mechanisms from 4G Long
Term Evolution (LTE) and its predecessors. This paper thus aims
to develop highly automated approaches enabling property-guided
formal verification of control-plane protocols of the 5G protocol stack.
Scope and Problem. The 5G control-plane consists of a number of
critical procedures (e.g., initial registration, deregistration, paging)
which are leveraged by fundamental cellular services, such as, voice
call, SMS, data and billing. For example, vulnerabilities in the initial
registration procedure may have serious consequences on those
services, such as man-in-the-middle attacks [10, 39] and spurious
mobile billing [34]. In this paper, we, therefore, address the follow-
ing concrete research question: Is it possible to formally verify six
5G NAS layer procedures— initial registration, deregistration, paging,
configuration update, handover, and service request procedures and
the corresponding five RRC layer procedures— spanning across two
control-plane layers against relevant security and privacy properties?
Challenges. To achieve our goal, however, we need to address the
following challenges. (C1) Specification: The 5G protocol lacks a for-
mal specification [4–6] and hence is prone to ambiguity and under-
specification. (C2) Protocol Complexity: 5G comprises of multiple
sub-protocols across multiple layers that are inter-dependent and
stateful in nature [49]. Multiple types of protocol participants and
messages containing data with a large domain further contribute
to the complexity. (C3) Obtaining Requirements: The standard [4–
6] often states security and privacy requirements in an abstract
way and thus careful considerations and complex assumptions are
required to formulate formal properties from such implicit require-
ments. Particularly, the conformance test suites [7] prescribed by
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the 3GPP standard encompass only primitive security requirements
lacking both completeness and the consideration of adversarial
environments. Finally, the current 5G test suites do not include
conformance requirements of the core network components.
Existing Efforts on 5G formal verification. Only two previous
efforts have formally analyzed the 5G protocol [14, 22]. These anal-
yses [14, 22], however, focus only on a small part of the protocol,
i.e., authentication and key agreement (AKA) protocol of the initial
registration procedure. Also, the analyses are performed in isolation
without considering their interaction with other procedures.
Approach. The most relevant to our approach is the effort by
Hussain et al. [28] that proposed a framework called LTEInspec-
tor for adversarially testing three 4G LTE control-plane protocols.
LTEInspector lazily combines a symbolic model checker and a
cryptographic protocol verifier using an abstract-refinement prin-
ciple. Their instantiation of the LTEInspector framework, however,
suffers from the following limitations: (1) They consider only a
single layer of the protocol stack in isolation and thus LTEInspector
misses critical interactions with protocols of other layers; (2) For
the sake of scalability, they only model packet type and do not
model critical data or packet payload, missing out on interesting
data-/payload-dependent protocol behavior; (3) Their adversary
instantiation cannot handle protocols spanning across different
layers of the stack. The coverage issues of LTEInspector instantia-
tion by Hussain et al. [28] can be attributed to their coarse-grained
abstraction during protocol modeling.

Our 5GReasoner can be viewed as an alternative instantiation
of the general LTEInspector framework but with a different proto-
col modeling discipline. In our 5G protocol model covering six 5G
procedures (i.e., initial registration, deregistration, paging, configu-
ration update, handover, service request, and radio bearer establish-
ment procedures), each protocol layer (Network Access Stratum
or NAS [4] and Radio Resource Control or RRC [5]) contributes a
single state machine. The NAS layer and RRC layer state machines
of the same entity communicate with each other through a private
channel. The RRC layer state machines residing on different entities
(i.e., cellular device and the base station), however, communicate
through a public, adversary-controlled channel. The adversary is
also modeled as a state machine. The adversary’s state machine sits
in the middle of the communicating RRC layer state machines. It
mimics a Dolev-Yao adversary by non-deterministically dropping,
modifying, or injecting messages/payloads while respecting certain
well-formedness conditions. These conditions guide the adversary’s
state machine to perturb message types/payloads while avoiding
parsing errors. Our 5G protocol model has a total of 27 states and
238 transitions.

In our 5G protocol model, the NAS layer protocol packets are
considered as payloads of RRC layer protocol packets. It is thus
essential for us to model packet payloads. Directly capturing all
packet payloads in our model, however, impedes the scalability of
our analysis. To address this, our model only captures those packet
payloads that impact the security- and privacy-specific behavior of
the NAS and RRC layer protocols mentioned above. For address-
ing the state-explosion problem of the model checking step due
to payloads, we use behavior-specific predicate abstraction. In this
approach, rather than directly modeling data we model predicates
over data which are sufficient to reason about the protocol behavior.

In addition to packet payloads, there are some other data, such as
wrapping link counters, which we model faithfully. Some of these
counters are also included in the protocol packet for performing
well-formedness check. Our model also includes different timers
that are missing from the LTEInspector framework.

We instantiate 5GReasoner with two infinite-state model check-
ers (i.e., Kind 2 [19] and nuXmv [18]) and a cryptographic protocol
verifier (i.e., ProVerif). The reason for using two model checkers is
that different model checkers are more effective in reasoning about
different types of temporal properties (e.g., safety and liveness prop-
erties). For gathering properties, we first use the conformance test
suite suggested by the standard. We augment these properties with
other properties that are implicit in the standard. For our evalua-
tion, in total we gather and verify 187 properties of the 5G protocol
model. For each observed counterexample provided by the model
checker while verifying properties, we confirm its feasibility with
ProVerif before reporting it as a design weakness.
Findings. Significant among our findings is the Exposing the De-
vice’s TMSI and Paging Occasion attack which enables an adversary
to track a victim device’s location, hijack the paging channel, and
learn the TMSI which further enables other attacks. Another sig-
nificant finding is the Installing Null Ciphering and Null Integrity
attack which can lead to a UE in the limited service mode to expose
its SUPI which breaks one of the critical security requirements.
Contributions. In summary, the paper has the following technical
contributions.
(1) We propose the 5GReasoner framework for property-guided

formal verification of 5G control-plane protocols.
(2) We construct a formal model of the 5G protocol covering six

5G NAS layer procedures and five RRC layer procedures. Our
model contains sufficient information to allow one to reason
about temporal properties referring to both packet payload,
data, and timer behavior. Our 5G protocol model is of indepen-
dent interest as it can be used to test 5G-enabled devices.

(3) Our evaluation of the 5G protocol model against 187 properties
with 5GReasoner revealed 11 new exploitable protocol design
weaknesses. It has also discovered 5 prior attacks which 5G
inherits from 4G LTE. Our findings have severe security and
privacy implications including downgrade and SUPI catching.

2 BACKGROUND
We now discuss the basics of 5G NR (New Radio). We first discuss
the 5G network architecture and its components followed by the
relevant 5G control-plane procedures needed for this paper.

2.1 5G System Architecture
The 5G architecture can be partitioned into the following threemain
components: User Equipment (UE), the 5G radio access network
(5G-RAN) and the 5G core network (5G-CN).
UE: The "User Equipment" is a device (e.g., a smartphone) equipped
with a USIM (Universal Subscriber Identity Module). Each USIM is
uniquely identified by its SUPI (SUbscription Permanent Identifier),
similarly to how previous generations (3G and 4G) USIMs were
identified by their IMSI (International Mobile Subscriber Identity). A
significant difference between 4G and 5G USIMs is that the new 5G
USIMs are capable of generating random nonces.
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Figure 1: Simplified 5G Architecture

5G-RAN: In 5G, a geographical area is partitioned into hexagonal
cells, where each cell is serviced by a gNB (5G base-station). A key
difference between 4G and 5G cells is that the latter are powered by
low-power base stations which cover smaller geographical areas
while providing extremely fast coverage with low latency. The 5G-
RAN can be seen as the network between a UE and a gNB and also
between communicating gNBs.
5G-CN: The 5G core network (5G-CN) can be considered as a mesh
of interconnected services (see Figure 1). The Access and Mobility
Management Function (AMF) manages registration, detach proce-
dures, paging and services related to registration, connection, and
mobility. The authentication and key agreement for registration pro-
cedure is completed with the help of AUSF (Authentication Server
Function)–which stores the UE’s identities, keys and subscription
data and UDM (Unified Data Management) –responsible for gener-
ating Authentication and Key Agreement (AKA) credentials. Other
nodes of 5G-CN are not relevant to our discussion.

2.2 NAS Layer Procedures
We now briefly discuss the NAS layer procedures that are the most
relevant in the context of our paper.
Initial Registration. After rebooting, a UE performs a radio setup
procedure through which it gets assigned a C-RNTI (Cell Radio
Network Temporary Identifier). After the radio setup, the UE estab-
lishes communication through the RRC layer following the RRC
Setup procedure (discussed in Section 2.3). After completing the
RRC setup, the UE starts the NAS registration procedure by sending
the reg_request message. The reg_request message includes its SUCI
(SUbscription Concealed Identifier)– an encryption of its identifier
(SUPI) with a random nonce. The AMF completes the authentication
procedure with the help of AUSF. After successful authentication,
AMF initiates negotiation of ciphering and integrity algorithms
through the security mode procedure. At this point, the NAS level
security context is established between the UE and AMF, and the
selected encryption and integrity protection algorithms will be
applied to the subsequent NAS messages. The AMF concludes the
registration procedure by sending the reg_accept message contain-
ing UE’s TMSI and the UE responds with reg_complete message.
Deregistration. To disconnect from the network, the UE can initi-
ate this procedure by sending a ue_dereg_request message to which
the network is expected to respond with a dereg_accept message.
Configuration Update. Due to tracking area update or a success-
ful service request procedure invoked as a response to a paging
request, the network can initiate a configuration update procedure
to update the UE configuration, e.g., assign a new TMSI. To initi-
ate this procedure, the AMF sends a config_update_command message
which the UE acknowledges with a config_update_complete message.
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RRC_setup_request
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Figure 2: Important UE procedures

Service request. The UE invokes this procedure when it receives a
paging request from the network or the UE has pending uplink data
and it is in idle mode. The UE initiates this procedure by sending the
service_request messages to the AMF and network responds with
service_accept marking the completion of the procedure.

2.3 RRC Layer Procedures
We discuss the relevant RRC procedures for the sake of easy expo-
sition of our findings.
RRC Setup. RRC setup procedure is the backdrop for NAS reg-
istration. The purpose of this procedure is to establish an RRC
connection and to transfer the initial NAS dedicated information/
message from the UE to the network.
RRC Security Activation. The purpose of this procedure is to
activate security upon RRC connection establishment.
RRC Release. This procedure is used by the network to release
the established radio bearers as well as all radio resources or to
suspend the RRC connection, which includes the suspension of the
established radio bearers. When it suspends the radio bearers it
assigns a I-RNTI (Inactive-Radio Network Temporary Identifier) to
the UE.
RRC Connection Reconfiguration. The purpose of this proce-
dure is to modify a RRC connection, e.g. to establish/modify/release
radio bearers (RBs). As part of the procedure, NAS dedicated in-
formation may be transferred from the network to the UE. After
this RRC procedure the UE completes the initial registration. To
begin this procedure, the network sends a rrc_reconfiguration mes-
sage to which the UE replies with rrc_reconfiguration_complete to
acknowledge the reconfiguration.
RRC Connection Resume. A significant difference in the RRC
layer between 4G LTE and 5G NR is–apart form RRC connected and
RRC idle states, that 5G NR has introduced a new RRC state named
RRC inactive. When a UE is powered up it is in disconnected/idle



state; it can move to RRC connected with an initial RRC setup or
with connection establishment. If there is no activity from UE for a
short time, it can suspend its session by moving to the RRC inactive
state. The motivation for this state is to reduce system access, save
power and optimize mobility. For a UE to transition from RRC
inactive to RRC connected, a new procedure named RRC Resume
has been setup. The UE initiates the procedure when responding
to NG-RAN paging (while the UE is in RRC inactive) and requests
the resume of a suspended RRC connection using this procedure.
The process is quite similar to RRC setup with rrc_resume_request,
rrc_resume and rrc_resume_complete.
RRC Connection Re-establishment. A UE in RRC idle state fol-
lows this procedure to transition from RRC idle to RRC connected.
However, a UE, which is in RRC connected state and for which
security has been activated, may initiate the procedure in order
to continue the RRC connection. The connection re-establishment
succeeds if the network is able to find and verify a valid UE context.

2.4 Paging Procedure
Whenever a registered UE has no data to send, it goes to low en-
ergy/idle mode and wakes up periodically according to a defined
paging occasion to check for paging massages. As discussed earlier,
in 5G an extra state has been added to RRC idle and active named
inactive, thus there are two types of paging.
RAN Initiated Paging. In RRC Inactive mode, paging is initiated
by 5G-RAN and uses I-RNTI (Inactive-Radio Network Temporary
Identifier) as a unique identifier for the UE. The paging is triggered
by the last serving gNB. If the UE has been successfully reached, it
attempts to resume from RRC inactive to RRC connected following
the RRC connection resume procedure.
CN Initiated Paging. When in RRC idle mode, paging is initiated
by 5G-CN and uses TMSI as a unique identifier for the UE. In
this case the paging is triggered through the CN and RRC setup
procedure is invoked to move the UE from idle to connected state.

3 OVERVIEW OF 5GREASONER
We now present the architecture of 5GReasoner (see Figure 3) and
describe its major components. We then present a working example
to describe the verification workflow of 5GReasoner. Before delving
into the details, we first present our threat model.

3.1 Threat Model
For our analysis, we consider the following communication chan-
nels to be private and free of adversarial influence: (1) channel
between NAS and RRC layers in UE; (2) channel between the core
network and the base station. The communication channels be-
tween the UE and base station, and between the UE and core net-
work, are subject to adversarial influence from a Dolev-Yao-style
network adversary [24] who can impersonate a legitimate protocol
participant and can also drop, inject, or modify any packet while
adhering to cryptographic assumptions (e.g., it can decrypt an en-
crypted message only if he possesses the decryption key). Also,
cryptographic constructs are considered to be perfectly secure.

We also consider the core network components, target user’s
UE, and the USIM to be part of the trusted computing base and
free of adversarial influence. The adversary, however, may possess

USIMs provided by network operators which the adversary can
compromise to learn the master secret key and symmetric session
keys of that USIM along with network operators’ public keys.

3.2 High-Level Approach
Our approach at a high-level is similar to Hussain et al. [28]. Both ap-
proaches follow the counterexample-guided abstraction-refinement
principle (CEGAR) [21] with one subtle difference. Before pointing
out this difference, we first give a brief introduction to CEGAR.

In the general CEGAR framework, the verification inputs are
a concrete model/program Mc and the property to verify ϕ. The
aim is to check whetherMc satisfies ϕ. The verification starts with
abstracting the concrete model to obtain an abstract modelMa and
verified against ϕ. If the verification goes through (i.e.,Ma satisfies
ϕ), due to the use of abstraction (i.e., the number of executions
in Mc is a subset of Ma ), then it entails that Mc satisfies ϕ. If the
verification, however, does not go through (i.e., a counterexample σ
is generated) then there are two possibilities: (1) Mc violates ϕ; (2)
Ma violates ϕ due to the use of abstraction butMc actually may not
violate ϕ. To figure out which case it is, one check to see whether
σ is a realizable execution inMc . If it is, then we are in case (1) and
the counterexample is returned as evidence of verification failure.
If σ is, however, not realizable inMc , thenMa is modified to obtain
Ma1 which rules out σ (and, possibly its generalization). This cycle
continues until either the verification goes through or a realizable
counterexample is found.
Example. Now let us consider a very simple program M with
the following four statements. The property we are interested in
verifying is ϕ ≡ out = (x1 + x2) ∗ (y1 + y2) where x1,x2,y1,y2
are 32-bit machine integers and “+” (resp., “∗”) represents addition
(resp., multiplication). Suppose reasoning about both “+” and “∗”
operations together in a bit-precise manner is hard for an automated
reasoner like a Satisfiability Modulo Theory (SMT) solver [13].

1 x1 , x2 , y1 , y2 : i n t 3 2 / / i npu t d e c l a r a t i o n s
2 u1 : = x1 + x2
3 u2 : = y1 + y2
4 out : = u1 ∗ u2

To make the analysis amenable to an automated reasoner like
an SMT solver, let us assume that we abstract “+” and “∗” with
two uninterpreted binary functions F : int32 × int32→ int32 and
G : int32 × int32→ int32, respectively. Roughly, an uninterpreted
function is a function symbol whose signature is known but not its
semantics. We also expect that both these uninterpreted functions
satisfy the congruence property—required for an SMT solver to
reason about uninterpreted functions, that is, ∀s1, s2, t1, t2.(s1 =
t1 ∧ s2 = t2) → F (s1, s2) = F (t1, t2) and ∀s1, s2, t1, t2.(s1 = t1 ∧
s2 = t2) → G (s1, s2) = G (t1, t2). After applying our uninterpreted-
function abstraction, the abstract property becomes ϕabs ≡ out =
G (F (x1,x2), F (y1,y2)). Furthermore, the abstract counterpart of
the above program becomes the following.

1 x1 , x2 , y1 , y2 : i n t 3 2 / / i npu t d e c l a r a t i o n s
2 u1 : = F ( x1 , x2 )
3 u2 : = F ( y1 , y2 )
4 out : = G( u1 , u2 )
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Figure 3: 5GReasoner Architecture.

Expanding u1 and u2 in the abstract program will result in the
exact expression warranted by ϕabs discharging the verification
obligation. This shows the potential power of CEGAR-based ap-
proach as we did not require to reason about multiplication or
addition of machine integers at all.

For the sake of argument, suppose that the property we want to
verify now is the following: ϕ ′ ≡ out = (y1+y2) ∗ (x1+x2) with its
abstract form being ϕ ′abs ≡ out = G (F (y1,y2), F (x1,x2)). As for all
uninterpreted functions G (·, ·), it is not the case that G(x,y)=G(y,x)
(i.e., not commutative) and hence the verification will fail because
from the program we know “out = G(F(x1, x2), F(y1, y2))” which
does not entail ϕ ′abs. Suppose the refinement we add to the model
and property is to replace all occurrences of G (·, ·) with the actual
multiplication function. In that case, the verification will pass as “∗”
is commutative. Also, we did not need to reason about addition at
all, showing the advantage of a CEGAR-based approach.
5GReasoner. In our context, during verification, abstraction is
achieved by replacing cryptographically-protected messages with
their plaintext counterpart. As the 5G protocol model is fixed
so to rule out infeasible counterexamples—due to abstraction of
cryptographically-protected messages—we refine the property in-
stead of the model. Our refined properties are of the form α → β
(→ signifies logical entailment) where α is a formula used to rule
out the infeasible counterexample. This is to focus the verification
so that it only considers traces that satisfy α .

Concretely, given a 5G protocol model and a property to check,
we first replace all encrypted/integrity-protected messages with
their plaintext counterpart in both the model and the property. We
then enhance the model to include a Dolev-Yao-style adversary. We
then use a general-purpose model checker (MCheck) [18, 19] to
check whether the (cryptography-abstracted) model satisfies the
property. If this is the case, then we adjudicate the property to be
satisfied by the model. If, however, a counterexample is generated,
like above, there are two possibilities: (a) the 5G model violates the
property; (b) due to the abstraction of cryptographic-constructs,
a spurious counterexample is generated. To check which of the
cases is true, we consult a symbolic cryptographic protocol verifier
(CPVerif ). If the CPVerif confirms that all the steps conform to the
cryptographic assumptions, then the counterexample (alternatively,
the attack) is reported by 5GReasoner. If CPVerif , however, adjudi-
cates one of the steps taken by the adversary to be infeasible, then

we refine the property to ensure that the adversary does not exer-
cise the offending action in the future iterations of the verification.
The verification loop continues until either the property is satisfied
by the model or a realizable counterexample is found.

3.3 Major Components of our Framework
We now describe the major components of 5GReasoner.
Protocol Model.We model the protocol abstractly as a set of com-
municating state machines (SM). Each of these state machinesM1
communicate with another state machineM2 with two unidirec-
tional (private or public) channels, one carrying messages fromM1
towardsM2, and another fromM2 toM1. Each state machine is a
tuple (I,O,V , Init,A) where I is a finite set of input variables; O
is a finite set of output variables;V is a finite set of state variables;
Init is a set of initial states; and A is a finite set of assignments to
variables in V. Assignments define how state variables are updated,
and thus define the transition relation of the system.
Adversarial Model Instrumentor. The adversarial model instru-
mentor takes as input a general protocol modelM and it returns
another modelMadv which is an extension ofM containing ex-
plicit adversarial influence. Given a public channel c1 from M1
toM2, the instrumentor introduces a new state machineMa cap-
turing the behavior of the adversary. It then replaces c1 with two
channels c1a and ca2. Channel c1a carries data from machineM1
toMa whereas channel ca2 carries data fromMa toM2.
Ma mimics a Dolev-Yao-style adversary, that is, given an input

message, it non-deterministically decides either to drop the mes-
sage (no_operation), let the message go, or change the message (or,
its payload). The non-deterministic behavior is needed to let the
adversary choose any arbitrary strategy to attack the protocol.
Model Checker (MCheck).MCheck takes as input the adversary
included protocol model and a temporal trace property (i.e., safety
and liveness), and checks whether there is an execution of themodel
which violates the property. If such a violation is not found, then it
outputs that the model satisfies the property. If it finds a violating
execution of the model, it presents a counterexample as evidence.
Due to abstraction, this counterexample may be spurious and hence
it is validated with a cryptographic protocol verifier.
Cryptographic Protocol Verifier (CPVerif). For each adversary
action in the MCheck provided a counterexample, we query the
CPVerif to check its feasibility. If all adversarial actions can be
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Figure 4: A simplified 5G Model for NAS layer

proven to feasible then the counterexample is presented as a feasible
attack. Otherwise, we manually generate an invariant—ruling out
the infeasible adversarial action—to refine the property.

3.4 Working Example
We now walk the reader through our approach using an example.
For ease of exposition, we rely on an overly-simplified model of the
5G NAS ecosystem (See Figure 4).
Example model. InMAdv, the UE and the AMF are represented
with two SMs communicating through two unidirectional, attacker-
controlled public channels—UE to AMF, and AMF to UE. Transitions
labels are of the form “condition/actions” in which condition is a
logical formula specifying the condition under which the transition
will be triggered whereas the actions component refers to an action
sequence to be performed (in their appearance order) by the SM af-
ter the transition is taken. An empty actions component is denoted
with –. Initial states for UE and AMF SMs are UE-DEREGISTERED
and AMF-DEREGISTERED, respectively. The SMs have the follow-
ing environmental variables: enable_n1 (enable 5G connectivity);
cmd_mac_failure (improper MAC for sec_mode_command message);
cmp_mac_failure (improper MAC for sec_mode_complete message).
Desired example property. The property φ we want to check is:
“It is always the case that whenever the UE SM is in the registered-
initiated state and the UE has authenticated the AMF, the UE will
reply with sec_mode_complete only if the AMF sent a sec_mode_command

message.” The property signifies that whenever the UE initiates
the registration procedure and authenticates the core network, it
will eventually be able to move on to the next stage of the regis-
tration procedure where the UE successfully negotiates the secu-
rity algorithms with the core network using sec_mode_command and
sec_mode_completemessages while passing all sanity checks (i.e., valid
MAC and same security capabilities). This property is desired as
any violation of this could signify a privacy or service disruption
attack.
Verification withMCheck. CheckingMAdv against φ generates a
counterexample π1 in which the adversary sends a sec_mode_command

to the UE. After the UE receives it, the UE sends sec_mode_complete.
Verification with CPVerif . To ensure the validity of π1, 5GRea-
soner usingCPVerif verifies whether the adversary can inject a fake
sec_mode_command message. We verify a injective-correspondence [16]

property (with infinite parallel sessions) which asserts that every
sec_mode_command message received by the cellular device should be
preceded by a unique sec_mode_command message sent by the AMF.
The CPVerif provides one counterexample for this property. In the
attack trace, the adversary can replay a sec_mode_command message
captured from a previous session to the UE. Upon receiving the
message, the UE responds with sec_mode_complete message.
InvariantGeneration. 5GReasoner rules out π1 by refiningφ with
the following additional invariants— (1) cmd_mac_failure will not
happen; and (2) the adversary can only inject sec_mode_command only
if it has seen a previous sec_mode_command message sent by the AMF.
Second Iteration. After this iteration, 5GReasoner checks φref
withMCheckwhich generates another counterexample π2 in which
the adversary replays a sec_mode_command message that was sent ear-
lier by the core network to the UE. After the UE receives it, the UE
sends sec_mode_complete. This is a feasible attack and demonstrates
the effectiveness of 5GReasoner.

4 MODELING DISCIPLINES
We now first explain how we extract security requirements and
turn them into formal properties. We then discuss the high-level
protocol modeling discipline. Finally, we present the different types
of behavior-aware predicate abstraction techniques we employ.

4.1 Extracting Formal Properties
The set of properties that 5GReasoner aims to check include authen-
ticity (e.g., disallowing impersonation), availability (e.g., preventing
service denial), integrity (e.g., restricting unauthorized messages),
secrecy of user’s sensitive information (e.g., preventing location
data and activity profiling), and replay protection (e.g., restricting
reception of same messages more than once). We, therefore, first
identify and extract the precise and formal security goals from the
informal and high-level descriptions given in the conformance test
suites [7], the technical specification (TS) [4–6], and the technical
requirement (TR) [2] documents provided by the 3GPP and then
translate them into formal properties.
Conformance Test Suites. To test a UE’s correct behavior in dif-
ferent control-plane procedures, the 3GPP standard defines confor-
mance test cases [7] from the UE’s point of view. The test cases,
however, are defined at a very high-level and do not consider all



with {The UE in 5GMM-REGISTERED-INITIATED state}
ensure that{
when { the SS sends an EAP-request/AKA’-challenge within AU-
THENTICATION REQUEST}
then { the UE sends an EAP-response/AKA’-challenge message
within AUTHENTICATION RESPONSE } }

Figure 5: A conformance test case for authentication procedure [7].

possible use cases. For instance, the conformance test case listed
in Figure 5 only considers the case when a UE is in the regis-
tered_initiated state, possesses a valid credential, and then receives
an authentication_request message. This test case, however, does not
consider the cases when the UE has already failed to verify the in-
tegrity of a previous authentication_request message and fails the
sequence number checking for the current authentication_request
message. To address this challenge, we break down the high-level
test case into fine-grained sub test-cases by enumerating all possible
conditions, and then translating them into formal properties.

TS 24.501, clause: 4.4.3.2: Replay protection assures that one and
the same NAS message is not accepted twice by the receiver.

Figure 6: An example of replay protection requirement [1].

Technical Specifications and Requirements. Similar to confor-
mance test suites, the technical specifications [4–6] and the tech-
nical requirement [2] documents define the security requirements
at a high-level, albeit, in an abstract way. For instance, the replay
protection requirement in Figure 6 extracted from the technical
specification [4] needs to be interpreted and translated into for-
mal properties for each NAS layer message only after the integrity
protection has been activated.
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Figure 7: Threat instrumented cross-layer model.

4.2 High-Level Protocol Modeling Discipline
Wemodel the 5G protocol as a set of communicating state machines
(SM) (see Figure 7). Our 5G model considers four communicating
state machines for three participants—MNAS

UE andMRRC
UE for the

UE,MRRC
BS for the base station, andMNAS

AMF for the AMF.

We model each communication channel between two FSMs, for
instance,MRRC

UE andMRRC
BS with two uni-directional channels; one

fromMRRC
UE toMRRC

BS and another fromMRRC
BS toMRRC

UE . Such
design choice of using two unidirectional channels instead of a
single bidirectional channel provides better flexibility (e.g., one
direction of the public channels to be adversary controlled whereas
the other to be reliable) in reasoning specific scenarios and filtering
spurious counterexamples.

We consider the communication channel betweenMNAS
UE and

MRRC
UE , andMRRC

BS andMNAS
AMF to be private. This is because our

threat model assumes that neither the cellular device’s firmware
nor the secure communication channel (with SCTP connection)
between the base station and AMF is controlled by an adversary.
We model the public communication channel betweenMRRC

UE and
MRRC

BS , through which all NAS and RRC layers’ messages are trans-
mitted over the air, to be Dolev-Yao adversary-controlled.

4.3 Capturing Data and Packet Payload
One of the most challenging aspects of precisely capturing the
5G protocol behavior is to model the protocol packet payload. If
one were to directly represent all the packet payloads, due to the
large domain of the payloads, the resulting model is unlikely to be
amenable to automated reasoning. Our initial attempt of directly
capturing packet payload resulted in a model that was not amenable
to analysis by any of the state-of-the-art model checkers. To address
the issue with state-explosion, we employed the notion of behaivor-
aware predicate abstraction. Intuitively, rather than capturing the
data directly we model a predicate over the data and such predicates
are directly inspired by the protocol behavior. The following are
only a few of the representative predicates our 5G model employs.

Validity predicate. As most of the 5G protocol behavior relies
only on the validity of particular message authentication codes
(MAC) instead of the precise MAC value, we use a predicate for each
such MAC value called valid_MAC(·) whose truth value signifies
the validity of the MAC.

Presence predicate. In the paging procedure of 5G, the behav-
ior of the device relies on the type of identity (TMSI or C-RNTI) used
in the received paging message. Instead of capturing the exact iden-
tity, we use two mutually exclusive predicates isPresentTMSI(·)
and isPresentCRNTI(·). The first (resp., second) predicate is true
only if the identity used is TMSI (resp., C-RNTI).

Grouping predicate.When the core network denies the device
connection, it sends the device a reject message which contains
a payload signifying the reason for such rejection. There are 70
possible rejection reasons and the device reacts differently based on
the rejection reasons. Our inspection of the standard revealed that
the device behavior can be used to divide these 70 reasons into three
mutually exclusive groups. We thus capture the group membership
of the rejection reason with the following three mutually exclusive
predicates: ReasonGroup1(·); ReasonGroup2(·); ReasonGroup3(·)
where predicate ReasonGroupi (·) is true only if the rejection reason
belongs to group i ∈ {1, 2, 3}.

In addition to the payload, we also faithfully model counters
with a finite domain. Some of these counters (e.g., link counters)
are also used as payloads. Some of these counters are modeled as
they are without employing any sort of predicate abstraction.



4.4 Modeling Timers
In our 5G model, some transitions are dependent on various timers.
The protocol behaves differently based on the various state of the
timer. We do not model timers counting down, that is, given a timer
for 5 time units we do not model every clock tick as this would
severely impede the analysis scalability.

For each timer in our model, we maintain two Boolean variables
timer_started and timer_expired. The state variable timer_started
signifies the start of the timer whereas the environmental variable
timer_expired signifies the expiration of the timer. Other timer
behavior such as timer is ongoing can be captured in the following
way: timer_started ∧ ¬timer_expired.

4.5 Capturing Multi-Layer Adversary Behavior
Aswemodel multiple layers of the protocol stack, we have to handle
packets generated by protocols of both layers. Conceptually, NAS
layer protocol packets are sent as payloads of the RRC layer packets.
Moreover, there are RRC layer packets which may not carry any
NAS layer packet. If we were to let the adversary change arbitrary
data of the packet, it may generate packets that are not compliant
to any protocol packet and will result in parsing errors.

To ensure that all packets after adversarial modification result in
compliant protocol packets, we include additional well-formedness
properties. For instance, whenever a NAS layer packet is sent from
the UE to the AMF, it is embedded as a payload of an RRC packet of
type ul_info_transfer. When such a packet is encountered, the ad-
versary would only modify the NAS layer packet, not the RRC layer
packet. We add similar rules for other relevant protocol packets.

5 IMPLEMENTATION
We now discuss our realization of 5GReasoner.

5.1 Formal Property Gathering
Conformance Requirement Documents. After carefully re-
viewing the conformance requirement document [7], we extract 74
conformance tests for the NAS layer that are within the scope of
the paper. We formalize and write them as properties which our
model adheres to1. Out of these 74, 9 are liveness properties and 65
are safety properties. We also extract 63 conformance tests for the
RRC layer and then formalize and write them as properties. Out
of these 63, 6 are liveness properties and 57 are safety properties.
The excluded conformance tests fall under one of the following
categories: (1) Performance related tests; (2) Refers to procedures
not modeled (e.g., Mobile Initiated Connection Only, Wifi-calling).
Technical Requirement and Specifications.We extracted, for-
malized, and verified a total of 50 implicit properties from the
technical specification and requirement documents [4–6] for both
NAS and RRC layers that are within the scope of the paper. Out of
these 50, 33 are liveness properties and 17 are safety properties.

5.2 Protocol Abstraction
We have developed a model generator that takes as input the state
machine of the protocol written in a graphviz-like language and
outputs a Lustre [27] or SMV [38] description of the model. The
1The model’s compliance with the concretized test suites is crucial to establish our
model’s correctness concerning the specification.

UE state machine at the NAS layer has 7 states and 76 transitions
whereas the AMF state machine has 5 states and 66 transitions. Our
RRC layer UE state machine consists of 6 states and 54 transitions
and the base station state machine is comprised of 9 states and 42
transitions. The current models and the respective properties are
available at https://github.com/relentless-warrior/5GReasoner.git.

5.3 MCheck Component Instantiation
To model check our state machine representation, we use two differ-
ent tools, NuXmv [18], and Kind 2 [19]. We decide to use both these
tools to complement each other and overcome their weaknesses.
NuXmv. NuXmv allows one to check for liveness properties which
are essential for reasoning about some of the requirements, however,
it is not capable of handling data from infinite domains. Our NuXmv
model consists of 847 lines of code for NAS in isolation, 629 for
RRC in isolation, and 1476 for the cross-layer.
Kind 2. Kind 2 is able to handle data from an infinite domain;
however, it is unable to check for liveness properties. Our Kind 2
model consists of 2098 lines of code for NAS in isolation, 1494 for
RRC in isolation and 3771 for the cross-layer.

5.4 CPVerif Implementation
We use ProVerif [15] as the cryptographic protocol verifier. We veri-
fied 23 secrecy (for confidentiality), 52 injective-correspondence (for
strong authentication), 52 correspondence (forweak-authentication),
and 16 observational equivalence (for linkability) properties.

5.5 Formal Protocol Analysis in Isolation
To reduce a wide array of spurious counterexamples generated due
to a large number of environment variables spanning across two
control-plane protocol layers, we first reason about each layer in
isolation with 5GReasoner.
NASLayer.Wefirst instantiate our analysis withMNAS

UE andMNAS
AMF

and the corresponding NAS layer properties ϕNAS relevant to the
NAS layer procedures. While analyzing the NAS layer test suites
and procedures (e.g., registration, configuration update, service
request, handover) in isolation, we consider the following aspects
for protocol model abstraction. (A) The UE and the base station
reliably perform the relevant RRC layer procedures, such as, RRC
connection setup, resume, reestablish, reconfiguration, and nego-
tiation of security algorithms that are prerequisites to initiating
respective NAS layer procedures. For instance, to reason about the
NAS layer registration procedure, 5GReasoner assumes that the UE
and the base station set up the required RRC layer connection with
the given security context by following the corresponding RRC
layer procedures. (B) An incoming event from RRC to NAS layer is
represented by a boolean environment variable. As an illustration,
when the UE’s RRC layer releases the connection with the base
station, the RRC layer notifies the NAS layer to move the UE to the
idle state. We abstract such inter-layer communications as boolean
environment variables while analyzing in isolation.
RRC Layer. For analyzing the RRC layer procedures in isolation,
we similarly instantiate 5GReasoner withMRRC

UE ,MRRC
BS and ϕRRC.

In our instantiation, we abstract the incoming and outgoing events
for the RRC layer in the following ways. (A) We abstract the invo-
cation of RRC layer procedures from the NAS layer using boolean

https://github.com/relentless-warrior/5GReasoner.git
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Figure 8: Counters maintained by UE and AMF

environment variables. (B) We model the RRC layer to consume the
outgoing events generated for the NAS layer. (C) Though RRC layer
uses the PDCP (packet data convergence protocol) layer for ensur-
ing encryption and integrity protection of the RRC layer’s control-
plane messages, we incorporate the functionalities for encryption
of integrity protections into RRC layer for ease of reasoning and
minimizing state explosion problems.

5.6 Formal Cross-layer Protocol Analysis
As all unexpected interactions cannot be realized by reasoning
about procedures in isolation, we also model and reason about the
control-plane procedures considering two layers. For cross-layer
analysis, we model a channel to carry at most one message at each
step between two participants to avoid any non-determinism. This,
however, poses additional challenges because a participant may
occasionally require to send both NAS and RRC layer messages
at the same time when a particular condition of the participant’s
next state transition becomes true. For instance, if AMF receives a
ue_dereg_requestmessage from a UE, it sends dereg_acceptmessage to
UE-NAS and sends a context release request to BS-RRC for releasing
the RRC layer connection. To address this challenge, 5GReasoner
first lets the AMF-NAS send dereg_accept message to the UE and
then sets a boolean state variable "context_release_required" to true
which triggers the AMF-NAS to send the context_release_request
message to the base station at the next state.

6 FINDINGS
This section highlights the vulnerabilities and attacks uncovered
by 5GReasoner. We also discuss how the uncovered vulnerabilities
can be further exploited along with some domain knowledge to
perform detrimental attacks. We summarize our findings in Table 1.

6.1 Attacks in NAS Layer
We first present our findings on the 5G NAS layer.

6.1.1 NAS Counter Reset. With this attack, the adversary ex-
ploits a potential vulnerability lurking in the handling of NAS
counter values typically used in generating/verifying the message
authentication codes (MAC) for replay protection of NAS layer mes-
sages. This may allow an adversary to replay particular messages
which can reset and desynchronize the counter values between the
device and network, and may further enable the adversary to cause
over-billing to a user.
Adversary Assumptions. The adversary knows the C-RNTI [45]
(i.e., the layer-2 identity of the victim device) and uses it to fol-
low and eavesdrop on victim’s downlink messages from the AMF.
The adversary is also capable of setting up a fake base station or
a Man-in-the-Middle relay [28, 45] that can additionally replay
sec_mode_command and sec_mode_complete messages.

Vulnerability. The UE and AMF independently maintain a set
of NAS counters— cntueul and cntuedl at UE, and cntamf

ul and cntamf
dl

at AMF (as shown in Figure 8)— to prevent replay of both up-
link (UE→AMF) and downlink (UE←AMF) transmissions. A NAS
counter (cnt) is a 24-bit unsigned integer comprised of a 16-bit
overflow counter (oc) concatenated with a 8-bit sequence number
(seq).

The sender (S) uses its locally stored NAS counters (e.g., cntueul for
UE or cntamf

dl for AMF) as input to the integrity protection algorithm
for generating message authentication code whereas the receiver
(R) uses the sequence number included in the received message
and estimates the overflow counter to compute the corresponding
counter used as input to the integrity verification algorithm. If
verification passes, in case of downlink transmissions, the receiver
updates its cntRdl with the estimated cntSdl.

If the estimated sequence number wraps around, the overflow
counter is incremented by one. According to TS 33.501, clause:
6.4.3.1, for detecting wrap around, the AMF checks whether its
seqamf

dl or seqamf
ul is close to 28 [6]. Primarily, the vulnerability stems

from the lack of specification [4, 6] when a currently received mes-
sage has a sequence number (e.g., seqSdl) smaller than that of the
last accepted message (seqRdl). Due to such underspecified policy of
“wrap-around”, the receiver may handle the overflow counter (ocRdl)
in one of the two possible ways: (i) do not increment the overflow
counter (ocRdl) to estimate cntSdl when neither the received sequence
number nor the locally stored number is close to 28; (ii) increment
ocRdl assuming that (seqSdl + 28 -seqRdl) number of messages between
the received sequence number (seqSdl) and the receiver’s stored se-
quence number (seqRdl) have been lost. Both of these interpretations
entail two different potential vulnerabilities. The case (i) enables
the adversary to replay the integrity-protected sec_mode_command and
sec_mode_complete messages used for changing the current cipher
suite or for resynchronizing the uplink NAS counters between UE
and AMF. The case (ii), on the other hand, allows the adversary to
stealthily drop packets without getting noticed. On top of that, if
the network operator and device manufacturer interpret this “wrap
around” policy differently, there will be inter-operability issues
which may disrupt the regular services. In what follows, we dis-
cuss a potential attack for case (i) in detail and briefly outline the
potential adversarial impact for case (ii).
Detection. We modeledMNAS

UE andMNAS
AMF considering the case

(i). We check theMNAS
adv against the following property implicitly

mentioned in TS 24.501: “Replay protection assures that the same
NAS message is not accepted twice by the receiver. Specifically, for
a given 5G NAS security context, a given NAS COUNT value shall
be accepted at most one time and only if message integrity veri-
fies correctly”. This is violated by a counterexample in which the
adversary sends a sec_mode_command and receives sec_mode_complete

message. Since sec_mode_command message has integrity protection,
we resort to ProVerif to reason the following correspondence prop-
erty: If a UE sent sec_mode_complete message, then the AMF previously
sent a sec_mode_commandmessage. ProVerif provided an attack strategy
which allows the adversary to replay the sec_mode_command message.
ProVerif also provided a similar attack strategy for replaying the
sec_mode_complete message to the core network.
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Figure 9: Counter reset attack

Attack Description. The adversary using a fake base station or a
MitM relay transmits unauthenticated initial broadcast (sysinfoblock1
and sysinfoblock2) messages with higher signal strength [30] and
forces the victim UE to connect to itself. The adversary captures
both sec_mode_command and sec_mode_completemessagewith seqamf

dl and
sequeul , respectively being 0 during the initial registration procedure
as shown in Figure 9. Whenever the UE completes the registration
with a legitimate AMF, the adversary waits for the sec_mode_command

and the sec_mode_complete massage from AMF and UE, respectively.
If the AMF again sends sec_mode_commandmessage for refreshing RRC
layer keys but long before the seqamf

dl gets close to 28, the adver-
sary can selectively drops the message (by guessing the type of the
encrypted message from the packet length, context, and the DCI
values [45]) and replays the previously captured sec_mode_command

and sec_mode_complete messages with count values set to 0 (shown in
Figure 9). Both the replayed command and the complete messages
will be successfully verified because the overflow counter values
(e.g., ocamf

dl and ocuedl ) at the legitimate UE and AMF will still be the
same, i.e., 0 since the sequedl and seq

amf
ul are not close to 28. After suc-

cessful verification, the AMF and UE updates its locally maintained
seqamf

ul and sequedl , respectively with the received sequeul and sequedl ,
respectively. Therefore, if the adversary can replay sec_mode_command

and sec_mode_complete, it will be able to reset seqamf
ul and sequedl . Note

that, with this attack, the adversary, however, cannot reset sequeul
and seqamf

dl locally maintained by UE and AMF, respectively.
Impact. With this attack, the adversary is able to desynchronize
the uplink counter values between the victim UE and the legiti-
mate AMF. These counters are crucial parameters which the UE
and the AMF use to generate the keygNB, later on, share with the
base station for providing RRC/PDCP layer security. Since the at-
tack desynchronizes the values of sequeul and seqamf

ul , the keygNB
generated by UE and AMF will be different and thus induce the
victim UE to re-establish the connection with the network using
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no	acknowledgment	requested
configuration_update_command

Figure 10: Neutralizing TMSI Refreshment

another registration procedure. To make matters worse, the ad-
versary may replay the same attack numerous times to force the
victim UE to keep re-establishing the connection, causing DoS and
battery depletion together. It is also possible to replay the same
user-plane packets over and over again with same (keygNB) to cause
over billing to the client.
Attack Considering Case (ii). The adversary with a MitM relay
can drop an arbitrary number of packets without getting detected
since the receiver accepts a packet even if the received sequence
number is smaller than the stored sequence number at the receiver
end.

6.1.2 Uplink NAS Counter Desynchronization. In this attack,
the adversary exploits the lack of rate-limiting on the number of
failed security mode procedure to desynchronize UE’s uplink NAS
counters. Impacts of the attack are prolonged desynchronization
and DoS between UE and AMF.
AdversaryAssumptions.Unlike the counter reset attack discussed
above, we assume that the adversary knows the victim UE’s C-
RNTI [45], but does not require it to eavesdrop on or capture
sec_mode_command message sent in the previous session.
Vulnerability. The root vulnerability of this attack is the lack
of attempt counter for the security mode command procedure.
Neither the UE nor the AMF checks how many times it fails to
verify the sec_mode_command or sec_mode_complete message in a row.
This allows the adversary to inject an arbitrary number of invalid
sec_mode_commandmessages to the victim device which induces the UE
to send sec_mode_reject messages as response while incrementing
its sequeul and ocueul .
Detection.We model check theMNAS

adv against the following prop-
erty: the AMF will correctly verify a legitimate sec_mode_complete mes-
sage sent by the UE in response to a sec_mode_command message sent by
the AMF. This is trivially violated by a counterexample in which
the adversary sends/receives at most 28 arbitrary sec_mode_command

messages to the target UE triggering the increment of the uplink
overflow counter sequeul by 1. After that any uplink message will
violate our sanity check of the uplink counter.
Attack description: The adversary using a fake base station or
a MitM relay connects to a victim UE and sends sec_mode_command

messages containing arbitrary values for MAC. Since the UE fails
to verify the MAC, it sends sec_mode_reject to the fake base station
and increments its sequeul by 1 (i.e., consistent behavior with respect
to the reception of a uplink message). The attacker may continue
this process until he observers a sequeul wraps around. This signifies
that the sequeul at the UE has reached a value of 28 and UEs locally
stored ocueul has been incremented by 1. This desynchronizes the



uplink NAS counters (cntueul and cntamf
ul ) between the UE and the

legitimate AMF.
Impact.: As a result of such desynchronization, though the vic-
tim UE can correctly verify the downlink messages from AMF,
but the legitimate AMF will discard any uplink messages (both
control plane and data) sent from the victim UE. Even if the le-
gitimate AMF tries to resynchronize the uplink NAS counters
with a new sec_mode_command message, the AMF cannot verify the
sec_mode_complete message because of the mismatch of uplink over-
flow counters. This allows the adversary to carry out a prolonged
DoS and service disruption to the user. The victim UE will have
to either drop the connection and re-authenticate again with the
legitimate AMF or the AMF will initiate a tracking_area_update pro-
cedure (default timer for which is 54 mins [4]) to re-synchronize
with the UE.

6.1.3 Exposing NAS Sequence Number. In this attack, the ad-
versary passively monitors the uplink and downlink transmissions
of the victim UE and reveals the cntueul and cntamf

dl . The adversary
then uses this value to monitor victim UE’s cellular activity.
Adversary Assumptions. The adversary knows the victim UE’s
C-RNTI [45] and eavesdrops on the uplink and downlink NAS
messages of the victim UE. We, however, assume that the adversary
does not know the session keys to decrypt the messages.
Vulnerability. The NAS sequence number, part of the cntueul and
cntamf

dl , is exchanged in plaintext between the UE and the AMF as
part of the NAS signalingmessages. The sender encrypts a NASmes-
sage and computes the MAC with the corresponding NAS counter
values and then includes the MAC and NAS sequence number in
plaintext with the message.
Detection.While checking the observational equivalence property
for the prior linkability/coarse-grained location tracking attack
(migrated from 4G LTE), we also check the secrecy of the NAS
sequence numbers sent in the NAS messages. ProVerif returned a
violation of this secrecy property in which we observed that the
NAS sequence numbers of the UE and AMF have been exposed in
the sec_mode_command (cntamf

dl ) and sec_mode_complete (cntueul ) messages.
Attacks. The adversary learns the NAS sequence numbers and
may relate this information to infer the number of AKA sessions
or the number of change of cipher suites due to either handover
from 4G to 5G or the wrap-around of NAS counters. The adversary
can check the NAS counter values at different times and loosely
infer the engagement level (e.g., service consumption) during each
interval.
Impact. This attack may enable the adversary to profile the service
usage or monitoring the activity of a target UE.

6.1.4 Neutralizing TMSI Refreshment. The AMF uses the con-
figuration update procedure to assign a new TMSI to a user upon
completion of a service, such as a phone call or SMS. In this attack,
the adversary prevents the network from changing the victim de-
vice’s TMSI when the change is required. This further enables the
adversary to correlate victim’s phone number with the old/new
TMSI which is a useful arsenal [37] for location tracking.
Adversary Assumptions. We assume the adversary knows the
victim UE’s C-RNTI [45], and can eavesdrop and selectively drop
victim UE’s downlink messages through a MiTM relay [28, 45]

consisting of a fake UE and a fake base station. We also assume that
the adversary knows the victim’s old TMSI using another attack
uncovered in the cross-layer analysis (Attack in Section 6.3.1).
Vulnerability. The AMF sends an encrypted and integrity pro-
tected config_update_command message to initiate the configuration
update procedure. This message includes the new TMSI and may
indicate if an acknowledgment (i.e., config_update_complete) from the
UE is requested. If there is no such indication, the adversary may
exploit this to disrupt the TMSI refreshing mechanism.
Detection. We checked the following property with MCheck: If
the AMF initiates configuration update procedure, it will eventually
assign a new TMSI to the device. We obtained a counterexample in
which the adversary drops the config_update_command message sent
from AMF to carry out the following attack.
Attacks. The adversary with the knowledge of victim device’s C-
RNTI and using a MitM relay can monitor the downlink messages
sent from the AMF. It can also drop the config_update_command mes-
sage (containing no indication of UE’s acknowledgment) destined
for the victim device. As a result of this, the victim has the old TMSI,
but the network will have both the old and new TMSIs until the
device reconnects to the network. Now, if there are any incoming
services (e.g., phone call or SMS) waiting for the device, the network
first tries paging with new-TMSI for a certain number of times and
then retries paging with the old-TMSI. Provided that the adversary
knows the old TMSI of the victim UE, it can compute the victim’s
paging occasion and hijack the paging channel, and thus prevent
legitimate paging messages from reaching to the victim UE. After
a certain number of attempts, the network aborts both the paging
and configuration update procedures. The adversary, thus, ceases
the changing of the victim’s TMSI in that case.
Impact. This attack may enable the adversary to force the network
to continue using the same TMSI for a victim long term which
makes the target user vulnerable to also location tracking attacks.

6.1.5 Cutting off the Device. The goal of the adversary is to
exploit the lack of integrity protection of the initial reg_request or
ue_dereg_request messages to stealthily disconnect the victim device
from the network.

The adversary knowing the C-RNTI [45] or TMSI (Attack in
Section 6.3.1) of the victim device can impersonate the victim by
sending the reg_request or ue_dereg_request messages to the AMF.
The AMF discards these initial request messages as they do not con-
tain integrity protection. This induces the AMF to implicitly release
the existing connection with the victim device by deregistering the
device from the network and connecting to the impersonator.

6.2 Attacks in RRC Layer
We now present the findings of 5GReasoner when analyzing the
RRC layer in isolation.

6.2.1 Denial-of-Servicewith rrc_setup_request. In this attack, the
adversary exploits the lack of integrity protection of an RRC layer
message to stealthily disconnect a target UE from the network.
Adversary Assumptions.We assume that the adversary already
knows the TMSI (Attack in Section 6.3.1) of the device and is capable
of setting up a fake UE impersonating the victim device.
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Figure 11: DoS with rrc_setup_request

Vulnerability. The rrc_setup_request message, which does not in-
clude any integrity protection, is sent by the UE to set up an RRC
layer connection with the base station. This lack of integrity pro-
tection enables an adversary to spoof this message to mount a
potential denial-of-service attack.
Detection and Attack Description.We check theMRRC

adv against
the following property implicitly mentioned in TS 38.331: If the
base station (i.e., gNB) has an RRC security context in the current
state, it will exist forever unless there is a rrc_setup_request from the
UE. This is trivially violated by a counterexample in which the ad-
versary impersonating a victim UE sends a rrc_setup_request (with
victim’s TMSI) message to the base station to which the victim is al-
ready connected (shown in Figure 11). This induces the base station
to delete victim UE’s current RRC security context by implicitly
releasing the connection with the victim device and connecting
with the malicious UE. We also confirm this with ProVerif with a
correspondence property on the attack traces by the model checker.
Attack Variant. The adversary can also perform similar attacks
using rrc_reestablish_request or rrc_resume_requestmessage (contain-
ing victim’s TMSI) by sending them over the initial signaling chan-
nel (i.e., signal radio bearer 0) as these messages also do not have
any integrity protection.
Impact. The adversary can stealthily disconnect a victim UE from
the network.

Victim	UE MitM	Relay

RRC_security_mode_failure
RRC_security_mode_command

RRC_security_mode_complete
identity_request
identity_response
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gNB

Figure 12: Installing Null Cipher and Null Integrity

6.2.2 Installing Null Cipher and Null Integrity. The goal of
this attack is to trick the victim UE in limited service mode to use
null cipher and null integrity protections. This unleashes the MitM
relay to not only relay the messages, but also to act as a full-form
Man-in-the-Middle attacker, i.e., to eavesdrop on, inject, or drop
legitimate messages.
Adversary Assumptions.We assume that the adversary already
knows the victim’s C-RNTI [45] and is able to set up a MitM re-
lay [28, 45] throughwhich the device is connected to a core network.
Vulnerability. RRC layer’s security mode procedure is typically
initiated by the base station when it wants to set up/refresh the
RRC/PDCP layer security contexts. In this attack, the adversary

exploits the lack of integrity protection in rrc_sec_mode_failure mes-
sage which the UE sends to the base station when the UE cannot
verify the rrc_sec_mode_command message.
Detection and Attack Description. We model check theMRRC

adv
against the following property implicitly mentioned in TS 38.331: If
the base station requires the access stratum (i.e., AS or RRC layer) secu-
rity context to be set up, the base station will eventually establish the
security context. TheMCheck yields a counterexample in which the
adversary impersonating a victim UE sends a rrc_sec_mode_failure

message in response to the rrc_sec_mode_command message. Given
the attack trace, we also confirm this with ProVerif using a cor-
respondence property which confirms adversary’s capability to in-
ject rrc_sec_mode_failure message. According to TS 38.331 (clause:
5.3.4.3), the base station and UE continue using the security config-
uration used prior to the reception of rrc_sec_mode_command message,
i.e., neither apply integrity protection (NIA0) nor ciphering (NEA0).
The null integrity protection algorithm is used only for control-
plane messages and for the UE in limited service mode. A UE in
limited service mode may still be allowed to establish an emergency
session (for emergency 911 phone calls) by sending the emergency
registration request message (TS 33.501, clause: 6.7.3.6). In case the
null integrity protection algorithm is used, the ‘NULL’ ciphering
algorithm is also used.
Impact. The adversary forces the victim to use null cipher and null
integrity at the RRC and PDCP layer which allows the adversary to
see and inject any control-plane messages. In such limited service
mode, the UE may expose its SUPI in plaintext if the fake base
station sends a identity_request message as shown in Figure 12.

6.2.3 Lullaby Attack. In this attack, the adversary intermittently
forces the victim device to release the existing connection with the
legitimate network and traps the device into the idle state until the
device needs to reconnect with the network. Incessant switching
from idle to connected state requires the UE to spend its energy
on further interactions and cryptographic operations which may
cause the device to deplete its battery faster.
Adversary Assumptions.We assume that the adversary already
knows the C-RNTI [45] of the victim device. The victim device is
assumed to be connected with a fake base station or to a MitM
relay [28, 45].
Vulnerability. The base station sends the encrypted and integrity
protected rrc_reconfiguration message to the UE to reconfigure the
RRC layer connection with the UE. If the UE cannot verify the
integrity protection of rrc_reconfiguration message, it releases the
connection and moves to the idle state. In this attack, the adversary
exploits this response behavior to perform the following denial-of-
service attack.
Detection and Attack Description. We model check theMRRC

adv
against the following property: If a UE is in RRC connected state
and the base station sends a rrc_reconfiguration message, it will re-
main in the RRC connected state after the reconfiguration procedure.
The MCheck provided a counterexample in which the adversary
impersonating the base station sends a rrc_reconfiguration message
with an arbitrary MAC. Upon receiving this message, the victim
UE cannot verify the integrity and thus moves to the RRC idle state
by locally/implicitly releasing the RRC connection.



Attack Variants. The adversary may use a similar philosophy,
but use the rrc_resume and rrc_reestablish_request messages with
arbitrary invalid MAC to achieve a similar impact on the victim UE.
Impact. This attack enables the adversary to coerce a device to
move to the RRC idle state by deleting its security context (TS 38.331,
clause 5.3.11). Later on, if the UE has any outgoing/incoming mes-
sage to be sent/received, the UE will again establish the connection
and set up the RRC layer security context. The adversary may per-
form this attack more frequently to quickly drain the battery of the
victim UE.

6.2.4 Incarceration with rrc_reject and rrc_release. The over-
arching goal of the adversary in this attack is to keep the victim
device in a connection initiation loop with the base station so that
the adversary can hold off the victim device from connecting to a
legitimate network as long as possible.
AdversaryAssumptions.Weassume the adversary already knows
the victim device’s C-RNTI [45] or TMSI (Attack in Section 6.3.1)
and is capable of setting up two fake base stations.
Vulnerability. When a UE is in the RRC idle state, it accepts
rrc_reject messages without integrity protection.
Attack Description. One of the fake base stations lures the victim
device to connect and send rrc_setup_request message to itself. In
response, the fake base station may reply with a non-integrity pro-
tected rrc_rejectmessage. Since the UE is in the idle mode, it accepts
the non-integrity protected reject message. If the fake base station
sets themobility backoff timer in the reject message, the victimwaits
in the idle state for a maximum 16 seconds and tries reconnecting
with the base station. The base station can then force the victim UE
to stay in this connection establishment loop by sending the reject
messages again and again. The victim UE, however, maintains a
connection establishment fail counter on the same cell and changes
the cell selection criteria once that counter reaches the limit (e.g., 4
trials). To prevent the counter from reaching the maximum limit
on the same cell, the fake base station sends rrc_release messages
interleaving with rrc_reject message. The adversary includes the
redirected carrier information in the rrc_releasemessage to persuade
the victim to connect with the second fake base station operating
on the redirected frequency.
Impact. By turning on/off the fake base stations one at a time, the
adversary can keep the victim device in such a malicious connection
establishment loop as long as possible.

6.3 Cross-Layer Attacks
5GReasoner’s cross-layer analysis uncovered two new attacks. In
what follows, we discuss these two new attacks.

6.3.1 Exposing Device’s TMSI and Paging Occasion. With
this attack, the adversary exploits vulnerabilities in both RRC and
NAS layers to learn victim device’s TMSI as well as the paging
occasion (i.e., the time instance or radio frame number at which
the network sends paging messages to a UE) which can then be
used to track the location of the user.
Adversary Assumptions. For this attack, we assume the adver-
sary to know the victim’s C-RNTI [45] and phone number. We also
assume that the adversary can selectively drop a message with

the use of a MitM relay [28, 45] and also eavesdrop on the paging
broadcast channel of the legitimate base station.
Vulnerability The adversary exploits the specification’s design
weakness of not requiring an acknowledgment of the rrc_release

message in the RRC layer and also the paging retransmission re-
quests with the same TMSI in the NAS layer.
Detection andAttackDescription.Wemodel checkMcross−layer

adv
against the following property extracted from TS 24.501 [4]: Paging
containing TMSI will be sent just once between two incoming service
notifications. The MCheck yields a counterexample in which the
adversary (equipped with a MitM relay) first drops the rrc_release

message sent for the victim by the legitimate base station. This
forces the victim UE not to release the RRC connection and to stay
in the RRC connected state. As a result, the network assumes that
the victim device is in IDLE mode. Now the adversary makes mul-
tiple phone calls (i.e., service notifications) to the victim’s phone
number. For each call, the network will request the base station
to broadcast paging messages containing the victim’s TMSI. Since
the idle mode paging occasion for a UE is different [3] from that
of the connected mode paging occasion, the victim UE will not re-
ceive base station’s paging message. The adversary, however, with
a paging channel sniffer will find a TMSI that appears in more than
one paging messages triggered by multiple phone calls and will
infer that as the victim’s TMSI. Since 5G proposes to compute the
idle mode paging occasion using TMSI (instead of IMSI in 4G), the
adversary can also learn victim’s paging occasion from knowing
the TMSI.
Impact. The adversary knowing the victim’s TMSI or paging oc-
casion can track the location of the device (in case of infrequent
TMSI update policy used by network operators [48] as it is left
for operators’ implementations by the standard [4]), or hijack the
paging channel to broadcast fake emergency alerts or use it as the
pre-requisite step for other attacks [28, 50].

6.3.2 Exposing Device’s I-RNTI. The adversary follows the sim-
ilar attack philosophy and exploits similar vulnerabilities to the
first cross-layer attack and learns the victim’s I-RNTI and paging
occasion for tracking the user.
Attack Description. In this attack, if the adversary drops the
rrc_release message (containing the indication of RRC suspend)
sent for the victim by the legitimate base station, it may force the
victim to stay in the RRC connected state instead of moving to
the inactive state. Now the adversary makes multiple phone calls
to the victim’s phone number for each of which the base station
broadcasts paging messages containing victim’s I-RNTI. Thus, the
adversary may learn the victim’s I-RNTI and the paging occasion at
which the base station sent paging containing the victim’s I-RNTI.
The adversary may use this to further hijack the paging channel
and perform stealthy denial-of-service attacks.

6.4 Prior Attacks Detected by 5GReasoner
In addition to the newly discovered attacks, 5GReasoner also iden-
tified 5 attacks, the underlying vulnerabilities of which were either
detected by prior work [14] or were inherited from 4G LTE. Table 1
summarizes the list of such attacks detected by 5GReasoner for 5G.



Attack Vulnerability Assumption & Validation New Attack? Notable Implication
NAS Layer

Counter reset
Generating/verifying integrity using
MAC in sec_mode_command and
sec_mode_complete messages

Known C-RNTI [45], MitM re-
lay [28, 45] Y DoS, over billing

Uplink NAS Counter Desynchroniza-
tion

Lack of attempt counter for the security
mode command procedure and gener-
ating/verifying integrity using uplink
counters in sec_mode_command and
sec_mode_reject messages

Known C-RNTI [45], MitM re-
lay [28, 45] Y Prolonged DoS

Exposing NAS sequnece number cntueul & cntamf
dl transmitted in plain-text Known C-RNTI [45], session

keys unkown Y Service profiling

Neutralizing TMSI refreshement configuration_update_command may
not require acknowledgment

Known C-RNTI [45], old TMSI
(Attack 6.3.1), MitM relay [28,
45]

Y Location Tracking

Cutting of the device using reg_request
AMF accepts registration_request with-
out integrity Know C-RNTI [45] Y DoS

Cutting of the device using
ue_dereg_request

AMF accepts de-registration_request
without integrity Known C-RNTI [45] Y DoS

Downgrade using reject messages No integrity in reject message Known C-RNTI [45] or TMSI
(Attack 6.3.1) Inspired by [48]. [28] Downgrade from 5G

Linkability using
authentication_failure

Different response in MAC failure Known TMSI (Attack 6.3.1) Inspired by [11] in 3G and [14] in 5G Tracking

Paging channel hijacking No integrity check in paging messages Known S-TMSI (Attack 6.3.1) or
I-RNTI Inspired by [28] Stealthy DoS

Panic attack No integrity check in paging messages Malicious gNB [28, 45] Inspired by [28] Atificial chaos, mass victimization
Linkability/Tracking using
sec_mode_command

Generating/verifying integrity using
MAC in sec_mode_command message

Known C-RNTI [45], MitM re-
lay [28, 45] Inspired by [28] Tracking

RRC Layer
Denial of service using
rrc_setup_request

No integrity in rrc_setup_request Known C-RNTI [45] Y DoS

Installing null cipher and integrity Lack of integrity protection in
rrc_sec_mode_failure

Known C-RNTI [45], MitM re-
lay [28, 45] Y SUPI catching

Lullaby attackwith rrc_reconfiguration
UE ’s response to invalid integrity pro-
tection to the rrc_reconfiguration

Known C-RNTI [45], fake base
station [28, 45] Y Force state change, battery draining

Lullaby attack using
rrc_reestablish_request

UE ’s reaction to invalid integrity pro-
tection to the rrc_reestablish_request

Known C-RNTI [45], fake base
station [28, 45] Y Force state change, battery draining

Lullaby attack with rrc_resume UE’s response to rrc_resume
Known C-RNTI [45], fake base
station [28, 45] Y Force state change, battery draining

Incarceration with rrc_reject and
rrc_release

rrc_reject is not integrity protected Known C-RNTI [45] or TMSI
(Attack 6.3.1) Y DoS

Incarceration with
rrc_reestablish_reject

rrc_reestablish_reject is not integrity
protected

Known C-RNTI [45] or TMSI
(Attack 6.3.1) Y DoS

Cross Layer Attacks

Exposing Device’s TMSI and Paging
Occasion

Lack of acknowledgment of rrc_release
& paging retransmissions

Known C-RNTI [45], MitM [28,
45] Y

Location Tracking, stealthy DoS,
downgrade from 5G, artificial chaos,

mass victimization

Exposing Device’s I-RNTI Lack of acknowledgment of rrc_release
& paging retransmissions

Known C-RNTI [45], MitM [28,
45] Y Stealthy DoS

Table 1: Summary of 5GReasoner’s findings.

7 RELATEDWORK
In this section, we first discuss the existing efforts on formally
analyzing cellular networks and other security protocols and then
compare our findings with the known threats (with respect to
security, privacy, and availability) on cellular networks.
Formal Verification of Cellular Networks. Two previous ef-
forts [14, 22] that formally analyzed the 5G protocol focus only on
the AKA part of the initial registration procedure. As opposed to
formal verification, Kim et al. [35] design a stateless dynamic testing
framework for 4G RRC and NAS layers. Our proposed framework,
on the other hand, combinesMCheck and CPVerif to formally ana-
lyze multiple stateful procedures spanning across 5G NAS and RRC
layers using enhanced modeling abstractions.
Formal Verification of Other Security Protocols. Bhargavan
et al. [25] and Fett et al. [26] develop formal analysis frameworks
for TLS 1.3 [25] and OAuth [26]. These approaches, however, either
use implementation specific modeling abstractions (e.g., for TLS

1.3 [25]) and proofs, or computational models [26]. It is, therefore,
not clear how to apply them to cellular networks.
Linkabillity and Traceability Attacks. Previous work uncover
the mapping/linking from TMSI to IMSI [11] and from C-RNTI to
TMSI [31, 45] in 3G and 4G networks. Other studies [12, 33, 48]
devise the mapping from a user’s phone number to TMSI when the
network operator does not change the TMSI frequently or randomly
enough. Kohls et al. [36] exploit layer two information to launch
website fingerprinting whereas Shaik et al. [47] demonstrate device
fingerprinting using exposed device capabilities. Our exposing de-
vice’s TMSI, I-RNTI and paging occasion attack, on the other hand,
is different since it leverages cross-layer interactions.
IMSI Catching. IMSI catching attacks [9, 17, 23, 32, 41] have been
an issue since 2G networks. Hussain et al. [29] recently demonstrate
a brute-force IMSI-Cracking attack to retrieve a target UE’s SUPI in
5G. Our installing null cipher and null integrity attack, on the other
hand, does not employ any brute-force technique, but exploits the



unprotected rrc_sec_mode_failure to retrieve the SUPI when the UE
is in limited service mode.
Main-in-the-Middle Relay. Rupprecht et al. [44] and Chlosta et
al. [20] devise a MitM and an impersonation attack by exploiting
implementation bugs in an LTE dongle and operational networks,
respectively. Rupprecht et al. [45] also show how a MitM relay
can be leveraged to manipulate the encrypted payload and redirect
DNS traffic. Our counter reset attack has a MitM flavor, however,
it is different since it exploits vulnerabilities in the processing of
counter values used for generating/verifying the MAC.
Denial-of-Service. In [40, 42, 43, 46, 48], the authors explore ways
to conduct DoS attacks against 3G and 4G subscribers. Kim et al. [35]
show several new DoS attacks against both specific users and entire
base stations exploiting the vulnerabilities of 4G networks. Our
DoS attacks using rrc_setup_request, rrc_resume_request, reg_request,
and ue_dereg_request messages, however, uncover a different class of
vulnerabilities in the initial messages of both NAS and RRC layers
of 5G protocol stack.

8 DISCUSSION AND LIMITATIONS
(1) Experimentation in testbed.We currently do not have access
to any 5G commercial networks or cellular devices. In addition,
there is no open-source 5G protocol stack which prevents us from
testing our attacks in a testbed.
(2) Defenses.We do no provide any defenses since it is unclear how
to add defenses without altering the protocol. Further investigation
is needed for designing defenses and hence is left for future work.
(3) Threat to validity. The manually extracted FSMs from the
3GPP standard are our faithful interpretation; inaccuracies in which
may induce false positives. Since commercial and open-source 5G
testbed networks not available yet, we could not verify the attacks.
(4) Responsible disclosure. We reported our findings to GSMA
through the CVD program [8] and are waiting for their response.

9 CONCLUSION AND FUTUREWORK
We presented the 5GReasoner framework which can formally rea-
son about desired properties of the 5G control-plane-protocols pos-
sibly spanning across multiple layers of the stack. Due to the careful
use of behavior-specific abstraction, our 5G model—covering 6 NAS
and 5 RRC layer control-plane-protocols—is amenable to the highly
automated analysis of 5GReasoner. Our evaluation of 5GReasoner
with respect to desired properties obtained from the specification
revealed 11 new 5G design weaknesses. We also observed that the
5G protocol model also inherits 5 design weaknesses from the 4G
LTE protocol. We also show how to take advantage of our findings
to devise exploitable attacks against the current version of 5G.
Future work. In the future, we will improve our 5G protocol model
to include other key control-layer protocols. To make the 5G model
amenable to automated reasoning, we may require to explore dif-
ferent new forms of abstraction which achieves a right balance
between behavioral accuracy and analysis scalability.
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